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Title: Thoreau Edition records
Identifier/Call Number: UArch 125
Language of Material: English
Contributing Institution: UC Santa Barbara Library, Department of Special Research Collections
Physical Description: 177 linear feet(177 cartons)
Creator: Witherell, Elizabeth Hall
Date (inclusive): circa 1966 -1999
Abstract: 177 cartons containing records related primarily to the editing and production of The Writings of Henry D.
Thoreau (the Thoreau Edition), as directed by Walter Harding (SUNY-Geneseo, 1966-1972), William L. Howarth (Princeton
University, 1972-1980), and Elizabeth Witherell (Princeton University, 1980-1983; UC Santa Barbara, 1983-1999; Northern
Illinois University, 1999-2005; UC Santa Barbara, 2005- ), and published by Princeton University Press
Physical Location: A portion of the collection is located at the Southern Regional Library Facility (SRLF). Inquire at Special
Research Collections for access.
Access Restrictions
Finding aid created by Thoreau Edition staff for internal use. Please contact the Department of Special Research Collections
at the UC Santa Barbara Library in advance to request access. The series "Organizations" and "Professional" are closed.
Use Restrictions
Copyright has not been assigned to the Department of Special Research Collections, UCSB. All requests for permission to
publish or quote from manuscripts must be submitted in writing to the Head of Special Research Collections. Permission for
publication is given on behalf of the Department of Special Research Collections as the owner of the physical items and is
not intended to include or imply permission of the copyright holder, which also must be obtained.
Preferred Citation
[Identification of Item], Thoreau Edition records, UArch 125. Department of Special Research Collections, UC Santa Barbara
Library, University of California, Santa Barbara.
Acquisition Information
Gift of Elizabeth Witherell, 2015, 2016.
Processing Information
Processed by Elizabeth Witherell.
Scope and Content
The Thoreau Edition was established in 1966, with funding from the National Endowment for the Humanities, to create
accurate and complete texts of Henry David Thoreau's writings, his Journal, and his correspondence. Editorial decisions are
documented in apparatus and essays included in each volume. These records include early versions, printer's copy, galley
and page proofs for all parts of volumes in the series; correspondence among editors and staff members related to editorial
work; and administrative files--correspondence, budgets, grant proposals, and financial records. For more information about
the Thoreau Edition, see http://thoreau.library.ucsb.edu/
Arrangement
The collection has been divided into four series: Administration, Professional [CLOSED], Volumes, Organizations [CLOSED],
and Research.
Subjects and Indexing Terms
Correspondence
Letter books
Authors, American -- 19th century
Galley proofs
Thoreau Edition, 1966--Archives -- Archives
The Writings of Henry D. Thoreau, 1966--Archives -- Archives
Thoreau, Henry David -- Archives

  Administration
   
Box 1 TE budget records 1966-1974
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Box 2 TE budget records 1974-1979
Box 2 Reports on grant 1974-1975
Box 2 Weekly minders 1974-1977
Box 2 CEAA, correspondence (Bruccoli) 1971-1974; 1975-1976
Box 20 TE correspondence A-Mol inactive as of 1992 June 1964-1986 1964-1983
Box 21 TE correspondence Mos-Z inactive as of 1992 June 1964-1986 1964-1983
Box 21 TE newsletters 1964-1972
Box 21 TE memos, all from WALTER HARDING, Editor-in-Chief, PRINCETON UNIV 1964-1974
Box 21 TE administration (primarily when Walter Harding was Editor-in-Chief) 1964-1974

1964-1972
Box 21 CEAA Meeting abt. T. Journal 1971 April
Box 21 TE budget records (only several files; see also Box #1 & 2) 1971-1974
Box 22 Administration, Princeton 1964-1974
Box 22 TE personnel, Princeton; search for assistant editor 1980-1982
Box 22 TE financial, Princeton 1981-1983
Box 23 NEH, applications, proposals & reports 1975-1983
Box 23 TE administration, Beth's letterbook 1980-1983
Box 33 Funding Crisis 1987
Box 64 Correspondence, miscellaneous undated
Box 64 TE files undated
Box 65 Journal manual 1966-1994
Box 65 TE correspondence undated
Box 65 TC requests undated
Box 65 TE correspondence A-C undated
Box 66 TE correspondence D-L undated
Box 67 TE correspondence M-Sc undated
Box 68 TE correspondence Se-Z undated
Box 68 Howarth dispersion correspondence undated
Box 68 TE miscellaneous correspondence 1972-1986
Box 68 Administration, Witherell letterbook 1995-2002
Box 69 Letterbooks (Beth's, Elizabeth's, Kris, Staff) 1981-2002
Box 69 Lousia's to-do list and calendar undated
Box 70 Bookkeeping 1976-1991
Box 70 Financial 1976-1981; 1985-1991
Box 71 Bookkeeping 1989-1991
Box 72 NEH proposals 1983-1989
Box 72 NEH grants 1985-1987
Box 72 Funds, miscellaneous undated
Box 72 NEH, miscellaneous undated
Box 73 Funds, NEH and other 1989-1997
Box 78 TE correspondence undated
Box 78 Field editors undated
Box 78 Letterbook, Koed undated
Box 78 TE mailing 1977
Box 84 Administration, diskettes undated
Box 85 Administration, diskettes undated
Box 89 Witherell notebooks undated
Box 105 Financial 1999-2006
Box 144 NEH -- 1997-1999 funding; 1995-1997 funding; 1993-1995 proposal and budget;

1991-1993 application and budget; 1989-1991 revised budget; 1981-1983 award
letter, revised plan of work and budget

Box 145 NEH -- 1999-2002 funding; 2001-2004 funding; 2002-2005 funding; 2005-2008
funding; 2006-2009 funding

Box 146 NEH -- NEH general info; corres[pondence 1988-2003; 1995 threat to eliminate NEH;
NHPRC plans; debate over NHPRC priorities

Box 154 Thoreau Edition progress reports to NEH 1971-1987, 1989-1993, 1993-1997
1989-1993 1993-1997

Box 154 Editorial Board meeting minutes 1974-1987, 1989-1991 1989-1991
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Box 155 Editorial Board meeting minutes -- Editorial Board Memos and Correspondence;
Management Advisory Committee; TC Rules and Procedures; Newsletters; Journal
Office Meeting Atlanta 1995; 1975-1998 Board Meeting Notes; Editors and TC
Reports 1995-1999; JO Reports 1995-1999 1975-1998

Box 156 Outreach and PR -- Reviews of and ads for TE volumes through J8 (not J7); Exhibits at
UCSB and NIU; Promo--flyers, handouts, mugs; Brochures from UCSB and NIU;
Publicity, chronological 1999-2011

Box 157 Outreach and PR -- Publicity, chronological, 1980-1999; Events the TE participated in,
1983-1999; Publicity, Misc. 1980-1999

  Volumes
   
Box 2 Printer's copy -- front matter, back matter, & text, galleys -- front matter, back

matter, & text
Box 3 Reform papers galleys -- text & back matter, printer's copy -- front matter, text, &

back matter, checklist of pertinent manuscripts
Box 4 Maine Woods -- printer's copy -- front matter, back matter, & text, mechanicals,

galleys -- front matter, back matter, & text
Box 5 A Week -- back matter -- notes, drafts, front matter -- notes, drafts, galleys -- all
Box 6 A Week (cont).
Box 6 Early essays -- printer's copy -- all
Box 6 Walden -- printer's copy -- all
Box 7 Early Essays -- galleys -- all
Box 7 Walden -- Galleys -- all, collations, hyphen files
Box 8 Translations -- introduction -- notes, drafts, print-out, back matter -- print-out,

mechanicals -- text, blue pages
Box 9 Translations -- galleys and pages -- text
Box 9 Journal 1 -- galleys -- all, vettor's copy -- front & back matter, sample galleys -- text,

back matter files, several drafts of Introduction, printer's copy -- all
Box 10 Journal 1 -- continued, see Box 9
Box 11 Journal 1 -- continued, see Box 9, signatures
Box 11 Journal 2 -- printer's copy -- text, notes, Linotron, galleys & pages -- text, vettor's

copy -- text, mechanicals -- all, revises -- back matter, galleys -- back matter, 2nd
galleys -- back matter, print-outs -- back matter, marked printer's copy -- back
matter

Box 12 Journal 2 -- continued, see Box 11
Box 13 Journal 2 -- continued, see Box 11
Box 14 Shanley -- Lyn Shanley's notes on his work on Thoreau
Box 15 Nature essays -- safety copies
Box 16 Nature essays -- safety copies
Box 16 Poems -- safety copies
Box 16 Cape Cod -- one complete set of pages for the entire book, cut, taped to mylar,

bundled in 16s
Box 17 Cape Cod -- back matter from typescript to Joe Moldenhauer's corrected pages -- all

in folders
Box 18 Cape Cod -- master Pages, 4-8-88; front matter, back matter, index, 12-14-87; back

matter, 12-21-87; back matter, 9-14-84; text, 6-20-84, 3-10-84; Illustration copy,
linotron originals of back matter (shiny), one 32-page sheet, marked but uncut, text:
PUP line printer output, late changes, misc., galleys 3-10-84, pages, revises &
re-revises 6-20-84, 9-14-84, 12-14-87; copy-edited printouts, back matter bad pages
12-14-87 1984-1987

Box 19 Cape Cod -- blues, complete set of signatures and a few extra, printer's copy of text
for 1, 2, 5, 8, 10

Box 24 Journal 3 -- TC files & printouts: front matter, text, & back matter
Box 25 Journal 3 -- text: TC files & printouts, TC files & printouts, 8-4-86 bad galleys, 10-7-86

galleys, line printer output for the galleys 10-16-86 1986
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Box 26 Journal 3 -- text: 10-25-88 PUP Master galleys, 10-25-88 galleys xerox with drawings
pasted in, 1-12-89 PUP Master galleys, 1-31-89 pages, 1-31-89 text pages, 7-14-89
PUP Master pages, 7-14-89 TC xerox of pages, 7-14-89 pages with 9-17-90 changes
attached, 10-10-90 PUP master revised pages 1988-1990

Box 27 Journal 3 -- note: there were no galleys for Journal 3; back matter--we went directly
to pages. Front matter & back matter: 5-16-90; pages--bad set: appendix, ANs, index
& editorial appendix; 5-25-90 master pages: front matter & appendix, ANs, index &
editorial appendix, no date (past 7-31-90; before 8-13-90) index pages; 8-13-90
partial page revises: front matter, ANs, index; 8-13-90 PUP master pages: front
matter, appendix, ANs, index, & editorial appendix; 9-11-90 PUP master page
revises: front matter, ANs, index, & editorial appendix; 9-11-90 xerox of page revises
with LL's corrections (back matter only); 11-90 blues 1990

Box 27 Journal 4 --TC text printouts & PUP text pages 1985 December 3-1990 December 20
Box 28 Journal 4 -- text pages, front matter & back matter printouts 1990 April 20-1991

September 19
Box 29 Journal 4 --front matter, text, back matter pages & page revises 1991 December

13-1992 June 25
Box 30 Journal 4 -- BETH WITHERELL'S MISCELLANEOUS FILES TC FILES: Copy-text

Descriptions (vols IX - X), Appendix, TC printouts, Kristin Fossum's Review of J4 text
& back matter begun 8-87, Lists of early text changes for VII - X made by Mary
Dobbie, Lorna Mack, & Nancy Simmons, Text: Things to check @ NNPM (Lorna has
copies), VII (1) & (2) MA 1302:XIII Notes, VIII (1) & (2) MA 1302:XIV Notes, Perfecting
Notes (vols VII - VIII), Perfecting Notes (vols IX - X), GSU FILES, Back-up copy of
edited transcript flagged with notes by GSU to correct spelling, primarily of plant
names, VII (1) (2), VIII (1) (2), IX (1) (2) (3), X (1) (2). Removed 11/23/93 and sent to
GSU: 1. Mentioned Indexes -- 7-7-91 & 8-12-91 preliminary files & proofing, 2. Index
copy of transcripts marked by GSU for PE, Index: VII (1) (2), VIII (1) (2), IX (1) (2) (3),
X (1) (2)

Box 31 Journal 4 -- Textual center, front matter & back matter files
Box 32 Translations -- Mechanicals for text
Box 34 Cape Cod -- 9-87 final back matter printout that went to PUP, with PUP's flagged

pages & instructions, 12-14-87 PENTA line printer output for back matter pages,
12-21 & 12-14-87 first back matter pages (no galleys) 1987

Box 35 Journal 1 -- old annotation cards
Box 35 Journal 2 -- old annotation cards, passages not cross-referenced, indexer's copy of

Journal 2
Box 36 Journal 5
Box 37 Journal 5
Box 38 Journal 3 -- annotations (11 files), appendix, textual intro, physical description,

questions, back matter, index, illustrations, correspondence 1989,
correspondence-old 1989

Box 39 Journal 4 -- annotations (3 files), index, humming, appendix copy, reading copy, title
pages to bibliography, journal 4 unfinished annotations

Box 40 Journal 4 -- J4 annotations (15 files)
Box 41 Journal 5 -- drawings (2 files), historical introduction (2 files), list of corrections,

backmatter (2 files), reading PO, ELH's resolution in progress, LR Beth's files,
cross-references--passages marked for re-use, manuscript XIII review, TI physical
description manuscript, TI (3 files), 11/93 apparatus, annotations (3 files + 1
rubber-banded set of materials), (from Box TC1)

Box 42 Journal 5 -- bibliography, backmatter copy sent to PUP, Pat O'Connell's annotations,
correspondence, final master page proofs, Pat O'Connell's questions, TC/JO review
text/backmatter, text page revisions, text pages marked by Pat O'Connell, text pages
marked by Pat O'Connell (2nd revision), N.B. print-out backmatter (1 file), Pat
O'Connell marked text pages w/ JO responses (1st revision), backmatter revisions,
(from JO Box #16)
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Box 43 Journal 5 -- editorial apparatus (2 files), index (v. 13/v.14) (2 legal-size files),
apparatus and review questions (3 files), NEH progress reports, production reports
(3 files), journal e-mails (3 files), nota bene program (4 files), correspondence (2
files), CWL MS (4 files), journal changes (4 legal-size files), Library of Congress Name
Authority, CRC map, JO Pagemaker procedures, Pagemaker helps, paragraph style
codes from backmatter, JO procedures, computer coding information, lists and tables
(2 files), journal manual revision 1995 correspondence, (from JO Box #10) 1995

Box 44 Journal 5 -- annotations and supporting notes and documents (11 files) (from JO Box
#7)

Box 45 Journal 5 -- index folder, v. XI, index folder, v. XII, editor's transcription, apparatus
12 and review questions, cross references, vols 13 & 14, cross references, vol 12 (2
files), cross references, v.11 (2 files), cross references/use marked pages (4 files:
Vols. XI-XIV), passages with use marks for cross-reference list from PO, indexing
notes, index versions, historical intro, acknowledgments, physical description of
text, textual intro, cross teferences, copy of printout with P.O. revisions (2 files),
unlabeled legal pad notes on Vol. XII, 256.11-724.9

Box 46 Journal 5 -- text, text that went to PUP 3/18/93, XI PO from JO 1/93, XII PO from JO
2/93, XIII from JO, XIV from JO, BM--current, BM and text, 12/20/96, text and BM copy
of matter sent to PUP by JO, BM and text--BW's response to O'Connell's 8/23/96
requested changes and JO's 8/30/96 list, O'Connell's 8/23/96 review of the 8/8/96
page revises, 8/8/96 BM page revises--not a complete set , 7/23/96 new version of BM
sent to PUP--6/12/96 copy plus additional changes from BW's revision of PO's. MS
copies: J5M11-1, pp. 1-79, J5 M11-2, pp. 80-161, J5M11-3, pp. 162-236, plus Index,
J5M12-1, J5M12-2, J5M13-1, J5M14-1, pp. 1-85, plus Index, (from JO Box #8)
1993-1996

Box 47 Journal 5 -- BM PM files that went to PUP from GSU 7/21/95 (we think DEF MS's
printout of LFK's drive), GSU BM PageMaker pages from 6/21/95, 6/27/95, and 7/5/95,
proofed by TC, 5/18/95 CHANGES to 5/12/95 BM, TC BM corrected and coded, sent to
GSU 5/12/95, 8/17/95 partial set of NB BM printout, includes all corrections of earlier
NB & PM copies (same as complete 8/14/95 NB printout, but only includes pages
where corrections were marked on 8/14), 8/14/95 NB BM printout of GSU marked with
their revisions of proofing the 6/21/95 PM pages--revisions should include all
corrections of earlier NB & PM printouts complete set made by M. Schaum, GSU BM
marked with TC's Corrections 2/10/95 sent back to GSU 5/12/95, GSU BM marked with
TC's Corrections 2/10/95 sent back to GSU 5/12/95, Unlabeled: progress notes, GSU
BM 2/10/95 NB & WP files ready for PUP but not re-sent, 8/8/96 BM page revises, TC
copy, Changes to front matter & text rec'd from PUP 4/11/95 and 5/3/95, 3rd text
revises 3/95, 1st & 2nd text page revises returned to PUP 2/17/95 & 3/14/95, Final
changes to be made to text after 7/20/94 proofs & 10/7/93 & 2/2/94 questions,
Photocopies of proofs marked by JO and returned to PUP on 1/26/94, Page proofs
10/27/93 copy of TC copy sent to JO, 7/7/96 Pat O'Connell's to 2/16/96 BM pages (TC
never saw) BW review 7/96, 2/16/96 BM pages corrected & returned to PUP 6/12/96,
2/16/96 BM page proof TC notes, BM what TC sent to PUP marked and returned by on
2/16/96, BM what TC sent to PUP marked and returned by on 2/16/96, 12/16/95 text
break/dash problems from Beth's files, Final BM sent to PUP 11/13/95, TC BM 8/25/95
includes JO and TC's revisions to 6/21/95 PM pages includes all GSU & TC revisions
marked on GSU's 8/14/95 NB printout, (from Box #3--not on JO's list) 1993-1995

Box 48 Journal 5 -- coded text: 3cc 4/28/52-7/8/52; 3cc 7/9/52-8/31/52; 2 cc 8/31/52-1/7/53;
2cc 1/8/53-3/8/53, jacket copy, illustrations

Box 49 Journal 5 -- JO copy of coded text pages sent to PUP
Box 50 Journal 6 -- later revisions, cross-references (2 files, 1 empty), edited RC: F1-F4 (4

files), corrections from editor, photograph poems, review questions (2 files), editor's
responses to review questions (2 files), JO /editor's proofing files (3 files),
preliminary apparatus from editors (3 files), TC review (4 files), drawings, vetting
(empty), correspondence (6 files), also has: General Editor's responses to Ed.'s
responses to MS review questions
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Box 51 Journal 6 text -- stripped text: folders 1-4 (2 copies of each), J6 text electronic
manuscript, folder 3, folder 4, J6 Louisa, Elizabeth Dubrulle, Beth notes from TC
review of text and apparatus, 11-96 proofing copy of J6 text Folders 1-4, J6 Text, GSU
copy: folders 1-4, J6 front matter sent from PUP after publication

Box 52 Journal 6 text -- J6 final proof sent to PUP 4-18-00, corrected pages from PUP
4-20-00, J6 lasers sent to PUP 5-5-00 (2 folders), J6 copy of text and back matter
pages 12-6-99, J6 7-10-98 master text pages, J6 7-10-98 text pages (first) TC copy, J6
text second revises, J6 text proofing notes, things to remember when proofing J6
text, J6 drawings, J6 text pages marked for revision after completion of back matter
(5-99), J6 11-18-98 text revises (JO copy), J6 11-18-98 text revises (copy of master,
returned to PUP 5-17-99), J6 7-10-98 text pages (duplicate) for TC proofreading, J6
7-10-98 text pages (Rossi copy), J6 7-10-98 text pages (Thomas copy), J6 7-10-98 text
pages (JO copy), J6 text, final version, sent to PUP 12-15-97, J6 text folders 1-4
(February 1997) 1997-2000

Box 53 Journal 6 back matter --J6 back matter, first pages 11-4-99; J6 back matter, first
revises 1-5-00; J6 back matter, second revises 2-18-00; J6 back matter, third revises
3-29-00; J6 items checked at Morgan; J6 Appendix (proof vs. this); J6 Notes on
Illustrations–latest; J6 Later Revisions–latest (9-25-98); J6 Bibliography–previous; J6
Index–latest; J6 Annotations & Bibliography–latest; J6 ELH's–latest (7-31-98); J6
Cross-References–latest (9-25-98); J6 Emendations–latest (9-25-98); J6
Alterations–latest (9-25-98); J6 Textual Notes–latest (9-25-98); J6 Annotations
MAP–latest; J6 Editorial Appendix–latest; J6 Acknowledgments–latest; J6 Editorial
Contributions–latest; J6 Historical Introduction–latest; J6 Textual Introduction–latest;
Notebook & Chart; J6 Apparatus Coding Chart; J6 Back matter review: guidelines;
Changing page and line numbers in Apparatus; J6 Back matter with page and line
numbers written in; J6 Apparatus: copies marked with page proof page and line
numbers; J6 Index–previous; J6 Acknowledgments–previous; J6 Appendix–previous; J6
Editorial Contributions–previous; J6 Notes on Illustrations–previous; J6 Historical
Introduction–previous; J6 Textual Introduction–previous; J6 Textual Notes–previous
versions (2-21-97); J6 Emendations–past versions (2-21-97); J6 Alterations–previous
versions (2-20-97); J6 ELH's–previous versions (2-21-97); J6 ELH List MS XV, folders 1
& 2 TC rec. 9-30-92 from Bill Rossi; J6 CWL Folders 1-4; J6 CWL, Folder 4: machine #'s
370-506; J6 Later Revisions–previous versions (8-3-98); J6 Cross-References–past
versions; J6 Changes to be made to Apparatus, file started 2-5-96; 1996-2000

Box 54 Journal 8 -- text, J8 11/27/00 Master Page Revises sent to PUP 1/19/01, J8 text copy
with apparatus markings for page and line #s, Marked J8 lasers, returned to PUP
3/1/02, Marked J8 Final Proofs sent to PUP 2/12/02, Items to proof in post-page
proofs stages (Greek letter; special markings), J8 Final Text & Revises returned to
PUP 10/31/01 with no changes, Proofreading J8, J8 Handwritten Notes 1906
Comparison notes, J8 Marked Revises and additional changes sent to PUP 5/3/01, J8
2/2/01 2nd Page Revises sent to PUP 2/12/01, J8 text final version sent to PUP
7/21/99, J8 text final version sent to PUP 2/1/00, J8 Text final version PUP 2/1/00, J8
Text final version PUP 2/1/00, J8 4/12/00 4/28/00 5/3/00 Master Text Pages sent to
PUP 9/28/00 2000-2002
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Box 55 Journal 8 back matter -- J8 Marked back matter pages sent to PUP 10/31/01; J8
Marked 2nd Revises 1/29/02; Illustrations; Back Matter Revises PUP 12/12/01;
Materials Collected for cross reference review; cross reference with p/l numbers
written 2/22/01; Back Matter files to be read against when proofing; Front Matter
6/1/01; Index of MS Vol 4/17/01; Annotations; Bibliography update by R 6/5/01; Index
5/30/01; Notes on Illustrations; Acknowledgments; Editorial Contributions; Historical
Introduction 6/1/01; Textual Introduction 5/9/01; Textual Notes with p/l numbers
3/21/01; Emendations with p/l #s written in 2/16/01; Later Revisions with p/l #s
3/6/01; Alterations with p/l #s written in 2/20/01; ELH with p/l #s written in 3/6/01;
Final Back Matter sent to PUP 5/3/99; Review of passages moved from ALT to LR;
Plant List to review text change; ECC Back and Front Matter Files sent to PUP
6/13/01; Index of MS Volumes 3/9/01; Appendix 2/7/97; Reviewed by HKT;
Bibliography 6/01; Bibliography 5/24/96; Index 3/9/01; Index 2/9/01; Index 2/01; Index
8/3/98; Acknowledgments; Copy Reviewed by BW with later changes; Annotations;
Annotations with p/l #s written in 2/8/01; Annotations 2/01; Annotations 3/3/00;
Annotations 2/7/97; Historical Introduction; Later Revisions 1/12/01; Later REvisions
9/26/00; Later Revisions 3/2/00; Later Revisions 2/7/97; Textual Introduction 4/16/01;
Textual Notes 9/26/00; Textual Notes 3/3/00; Textual Notes 2/7/97; Emendations
1/12/01; Emendations 9/26/00; Emendations 3/2/00; Emendations 2/97; Alterations
1/12/01; Alterations 9/26/00; Alterations 3/3/00; Alterations 2/7/97; ELH 1/12/01; ELH
9/26/00; ELH 3/3/00; ELH 2/7/97; Cross references 2/12/01; Cross references 9/26/00;
Cross references 3/3/00; Cross references 2/97; 1997-2000

Box 56 Cape Cod -- Transcript of Cape Cod draft, in 3 spring binders: HM 13206 & other CC
draft mss., 1 of 3 hard letter Box containing photocopies of printed source,
alphabetical, photocopies of significant printings: Putnam's, Atlantic, Tales &
Sketches, Ticknor & Fields

Box 57 Cape Cod -- Cape Cod vetting (1 file): correspondence, mainly, Cape Cod (1865):
early reviews: 1 file, Cape Cod (1865): machine collation record: 1 file, Cape Cod:
sight collation records: 1 file, Cape Cod: Harding alert sheets: 1 file, Cape Cod:
Correspondence of Harding, Bruccoli, & c. with & about Larry Wilson: 1 file
(confidential), Enlarged copy flo of CC (1865) chapters 5-10 and correspondence,
Correspondence with Beth & others re CC source checks, etc. -2 letter files, 4 audio
cassettes used in sight-collation of Putnam's cc chapters against other forms of the
text, file of correspondence re CC production, file of correspondence re CC
production, file of early production records for 1865 T&F CC & lists of later
impressions & editions, Photocopy "dunmy" of Cape Cod draft, 314 pp., in 2 spring
binders: HM 13260 & other MSS, Photocopy and transcript of all Journal MS entries
relevant to Cape Cod trips &
narrative:1849,1850,1851,1853,1854,1855,1856,1857--In one spring binder

Box 58 Early Essays -- 2 of 4 hard letter Boxes, containing: text files for about half the
contents: from Harding and Moser, with my additional notes; transcripts,
photocopies, and inventory sheets; correspondence. See Box 3 for the remainder,
and Box 2 for EEM vetting correspondence.

Box 59 Cape Cod -- Cape Cod 2 of 3 hard letter Boxes containing photocopies of printed
sources, alphabetical, microfilm of source material and CC manuscript, collation
records

Box 60 Maine Woods -- Transcripts and photocopies of MW manuscripts; microfilms; marked
photocopies of print versions; collation records; some source notes; Maine Thoreau
traveled through

Box 60 Early Essays -- EE & M source materials, some transcripts and photocopies, some MS
checking and vetting correspondence

Box 61 Early Essays -- Note: Boxes 24 & 25 contain what look to me like several files with
the contents that Joe describes being stored in 4 hard letter Boxes. I think 2 of these
letter Boxes are those in Box 21 and that Boxes 24 & 25 hold the rest of the material
from those 4 hard letter Boxes: text files for about half the contents: from Harding
and Moser, with JJM additional notes; transcripts, photocopies, and inventory sheets;
correspondence. See Box 3 for the remainder, and Box 2 for EEM vetting
correspondence. "Love" supplement for Thoreau Society Bulletin
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Box 61 Maine Woods -- USGS maps of parts of ?
Box 62 Early Essays -- Note: Boxes 24 & 25 contain what look to me like several files with

the contents that Joe describes being stored in 4 hard letter Boxes. I think 2 of these
letter Boxes are those in Box 21 and that Boxes 24 & 25 hold the rest of the material
from those 4 hard letter Boxes: text files for about half the contents: from Harding
and Moser, with my additional notes; transcripts, photocopies, and inventory sheets;
correspondence. See Box 3 for the remainder, and Box 2 for EEM vetting
correspondence.

Box 63 Cape Cod
Box 75 Journal 6 from JO
Box 75 Journal 8 from JO
Box 75 Translations
Box 75 Cape Cod
Box 76 Excursions -- Tom Blanding's Printers' Copy, New Printers' Copy, Annotation sheets

Blanding long HI with notes and sources (dup), Blanding short HI (dup)
Box 77 Excursions -- Tom Blanding's HIs and TIs, with notes by Howarth and Moldenhauer

Canada files, Blanding's and Moldenhauer's text
Box 79 Journal 1 -- annotations from binders
Box 79 Journal 3 -- annotations from binders
Box 79 Journal 4 -- annotations from binders
Box 80 Journal 2 -- annotations from binders
Box 80 Journal 3 -- annotations from binders
Box 81 Journal 4 annotations from binders; Journal 6 diskettes, Journal 8 diskettes
Box 82 Diskettes Journal 5-16
Box 83 Diskettes Reform Papers, Translations, Walden, Correspondence, Cape Cod,

Excursions, NB, 1906 Journal, Journals 2-4
Box 86 Cape Cod -- Printers' copy, TNs, ELHs (in binder)
Box 86 Journal 8 -- Questions and responses (e-mail) (in binder), Morgan questions and

answers, review material
Box 87 Reading list A-Q -- pages from binder: first version of list
Box 88 Reading list R-Z -- pages from binder: first version of list
Box 101 Journal 9 annotations research -- annotation documentation (all scanned):

1.08-182.23
Box 102 Journal 9 annotations research -- annotation documentation (all scanned):

182.29-32-438.26
Box 103 Excursions -- text--early versions, back matter--early version 1996-2000; 2000, 2002,

2003
Box 104 Excursions -- Canada, text and back matter, notes and queries, page proofs and

revises, text and back matter
Box 106 Journal 7 -- old reviews by Simmons and Thomas before 1999
Box 107 Journal 7 -- text pages marked by editors, index files to 2004, annotation files to

2005
Box 108 Journal 7 -- text and back matter, TC copies through bad lasers, HI versions, one

folder each of letters, cross-references, annotations
Box 109 Journal 7 -- apparatus, copy to proof against and some earlier
Box 110 Journal 7 -- foul matter from PUP, lasers, index
Box 111 Volumes -- changes made in e-files, later revisions evidence, text and BM digitals

and colorchrome 2009 June 17
Box 112 Excursions -- text: proofs kept current during production. Back Matter: ELH, index,

Ack and Ed Con, HI and TI, apparatus with MARC codes highlighted, TNs marked for
citations, headnotes 2003-2004
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Box 113 Cape Cod -- CC: File of correspondence and photocopies about illustrations. CC:
Printer's copy for text, combination of marked photocopies and marked typescript,
dated July 6, 1981. CC: Photocopy of TC stripped printout of apparatus, with BW
highlighting and with notes by both BW and JJM, plus related correspondence. CC:
Photocopy of index printout, plus related correspondence. Cape Cod: Printout of
Historical and Textual Introductions with related correspondence, 1987, between you
and me about CC back matter. Given the date, I suspect this is the last printout
before production. Cape Cod: printout of Historical Introduction, with
correspondence dated1985 between me and Louisa, Kris Fossum. Cape Cod: printout
of Textual Introduction, 5-1-85, with later revisions and a little correspondence. Cape
Cod: printout of Historical Introduction and fall 1986 correspondence about queries
and changes. Cape Cod: printout of Textual Introduction and fall 1986
correspondence about queries and changes. Cape Cod: printout of Textual Notes,
5-31-85, with notes in pencil and ink. Cape Cod: revised printout of Textual Notes,
2-87, with related correspondence. Cape Cod: printout of Textual Notes and Tables,
4-13-87 (copy of the printout I read in April 1987?), with only one or two revisions or
substitution by me. Cape Cod: printouts of ELH, Emendations, and Rejected
Substantives, 5-31-85 with a little bit of annotation by me. Cape Cod, ditto, 10-10-86,
with a list of my corrections and queries, 11-13-86. Cape Cod: full ribbon-copy
typescript of Textual Notes and Tables. This must be the copy from which the TC's
WordStar files were generated. CC: Apparatus galleys, in green, with
correspondence between JJM, TC, and Bob Brown, and JJM markings. CC: Misc

Box 114 Excursions -- "EX HI, TI, ELH, etc. Drafts and correspondence": no drafts, only
correspondence between you and me. "EX HI drafts, revisions": Includes three
typescript drafts, plus a good bit of correspondence. "EX HI Drafts": Nine drafts in
printout, with a little correspondence. "EX TI ": six or seven drafts, all dated in 2002.
The file also contains printout pages from the draft apparatus for Canada and AT.
"MSS I request from Center": printouts of e-mails, going back to 2000. Latest dates I
find are in 2002. "Editorial Contributions": A couple of draft printouts, plus
correspondence, plus many handwritten notes by me as to who did what. "Eliz.
Marshall work on EX (SFT, Journal): a thick file of printouts, and a bit of
correspondence. "[EX] Apparatus proofing: reports and responses": printouts of our
correspondence about corrections and queries. "EX Vetting": correspondence,
1999-2007, mainly between you and me and largely e-mail. [Folder includes CSE
Guiding questions form (2 versions) and statement about the same; CSE Aims and
Policies" (from PMLA); "Professional Standards and American Editions; A Response to
Edmund Wilson"; photocopy of 1972 version of the CEM's SEPP. If you don't need the
printed CEM and CSE stuff, I'll keep it and probably give it to Michael Winship, who
likes to see documentation of the early policies. not included here. BW 12/5/10]
"Excursions: Proofreading": Printouts of e-mails, all 2002 apparently, about the first
proofs of the EX text. Includes some text photocopy (with line numbers), and an
envelope I marked "Typography matters." "AT N 248.18": e-correspondence and
photocopies concerning that unidentified quotation about the repair of meeting
houses. "EX Back Matter Proofing": e-correspondence, all 2006. A thick file. File
labeled "Correspondence with TC about apparatus and introductory paragraphs".
Mainly printouts of e-mails, going back to 2001. I think that "introductory
paragraphs" in the file label may refer to Headnotes, but I also find herein a printout
of the TI dated 6-13-02 and printout pages bearing on the apparatus for NHM,
Canada, WLK, AT, the ELH lists, SFT, WTW, LL. A fax 6-19-02, me to you, about
handwriting attributions in mss of WLK and AT. A few legal-block yellow pages of
notes in my hand about apparatus matters. File labeled "EX proofing 1999-2004":
e-mail printouts about my proofing of apparatus with Rodney Herring in 2003; plus
fax and other correspondence between you and me concerning new apparatus
entries and text page revises for Canada and WW.

Box 114 Early Essays -- EE&M: typed carbon copy with autograph notations, apparently
duplicate of setting copy for the PUP text and apparatus. Includes some photocopy
of text, and some correspondence, e.g., from Paul Williams about indexing.
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Box 115 Maine Woods -- MW: text and apparatus page proof, in green, marked "duplicate",
with JJM pencil markings. MW ed'n--alert sheets, green. MW ed'n--my study of mss in
1964, and corresp. with librarians. MW copy-text proposal. MW project:
miscellaneous correspondence. MW edition--correspondence with UT English Dept. re
course relief. MW research grant from U Texas--records and correspondence. MW
edition, correspondence and drafts relative to (successful) Guggenheim Fellowship
application. MW--vetting. MW: 1864 first edition--genealogy of impressions. MW
edition--miscellaneous correspondence with Walter Harding. MW: correspondence
about maps and manuscripts. MW: copy-text and other text matters. MW: index. MW:
"Ktaadn" emendation policy. MW: correspondence after publication. MW: production
correspondence. MW: sales figures and reviews. (plus PUP advertising) Illustrated
MW: reviews. MW paperback reprint, 1983.

Box 116 Moldenhauer -- Set of photocopies made in Feb. 2000 and earlier, of personal library
cards of my collection of Thoreau printings, which I sent to Amherst College Library
Special Collections in 2004. This may be an incomplete list of items in my gift to
Amherst. Photocopies and transcripts of Larry Willson's Thoreau manuscripts; you
sent this material to me File of information about the Houghton, Mifflin set of the
Riverside Edition, marked by Francis Allen., at MCo. Correspondence with Marcia
Moss, photocopies of a page of an autograph essay by Allen (for handwiriting
comparison with the annotations in the books), and a large number of marked pages
in CC. Sight collation records by Harding and Catanzariti of CC 1865 X 1900 Riverside
Ed. (from Walt Harding's edition files), with further notes by me about the readings
in the 1894 first impression of the Riverside CC. (used in my "Textual Instability"
PBSA article). Sight collation records, Harding and Catanzariti, of 1865 CC X 1900
impression of Riverside CC (from TE files). Sight collection records, Moldenhauer
with tape, of 1865 CC X 1906 MS Edition CC. Hinman Machine collation record,
Moldenhauer, of Riverside CC dated 1900 and another probably post-1908, with
notes on readings in the CC lecture manuscripts, and on readings in a DLC copy of
Riverside CC. (Part of my work for the PBSA article.) Photocopies of items relevant to
the Riverside and Walden/MS Edition: pages from HM catalogues of 1899 and
1905-06, biographical dictionary entries on Horace E. Scudder and Francis Allen, an
Atlantic Monthly essay on Scudder. Handwritten notes and photocopies from the
Allen Archive at MCo: itemization of some archive contents; my copy of transcripts of
the MS Journal with autograph annotations by Allen as he prepared text for 1906
Journal; my list of Allen annotations in volumes of the Office Copy of 1906 Walden
Edition; photocopy of pages from 1906 CC with Allen's annotations. Correspondence
with Marcia Moss. This may all be related to my PBSA article and visits to MCo to
research the marked Riv and 1906 office sets. This file includes correspondence with
Bob Madison, who discovered the office sets in, as I recall, Wells, ME (a bookshop
town) and brought them to Concord by motorcyle on his return to the Naval
Academy. He gave them to MCo.

Box 116 Translations -- Translations: Textual editing. Kevin's article and correspondence.
(Includes some _Translations_ photocopies and textual editing remarks.)

Box 116 Reform Papers -- Reform Papers. Textual editing.
Box 116 A Week -- A Week: Introduction drafts with my notes. A Week: Collation records. A

Week: Textual editing correspondence
Box 116 Early Essays -- EEM: transcript of "Comparative Moral Policy" (at TxU) and related

correspondence. EEM: Publicity, reviews, sales figures, correspondence.
Correspondence related to my 1973 visit to NNPM to check the manuscripts for EEM.
Want a Herb Cahoon autograph? Handwritten notes on and transcripts of Thoreau
MSS at Abernethy, VtMMi; also list of books there from Thoreau's library, with notes
on Thoreau's autograph markings in those books. This material and related
correspondence dates from my long visit there in 1973 for EEM. Ditto for my visit
same summer to Brown Univ. to study the Lownes Collection. Includes notes of
printed books with Thoreau markings.

Box 116 Maine Woods -- MW and CC: copies of ILS orders of possibly pertinent material; some
photocopies.
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Box 116 Cape Cod -- CC: Paperback edition CC (PUP): reviews, ads, responses from readers.
CC: data for the HI.

Box 117 Excursions -- List of sight collations performed for the EX essays, prepared for me by
you in May 1990. NOTE: the actual sight collation records for the copy-texts X 1863
and 1866 are in files with the editorial materials for the individual essays. Canada:
and Excursions machine collation records: by me for Yankee 1866 X 1892
reimpression of same, by two of my grad. students for 1866 X 1891 reimpression; by
grad students for 2 copies of Putnam's Canada installments; by grad students for 2
copies of 1866; some photocopy of 1866 reimpression titlepages and copyright; by
TC graduate students of 1866 X 1866 and Putnam's X Putnam's (these last in an
envelope you sent me in Feb. 1991 with note reporting they'd just turned up); for
1863 EX x 1863 Ex (by Eliz Marshall); another of same by Kevin; another by Beth
Friskey; machining of Behrman 1866 Yankee X Thoreau Lyceum 1866 Yankee, by Sue
Chestnutwood. Sight collation records for 1866 Yankee X Riverside ca. 1914
reimpression; sight collation records for 1866 Yankee X 1906 Canada text in MS
edition; of 1863 EX X 1898 reimpression of RIverside Ed., by Eliz. Marshall. Machine
collation records for magazine printings of NHM, WTW, LL, AT, WA (with
photocopies), WLK. NOTE: I think there may be more machining records with the
editorial materials for the individual essays. Sight collation records: Walking
printer's copy with revisions X Atlantic; AM Walking X 1863; another partial of same;
Walking printer's copy MS transcript without Tom's revisions X Atlantic; another of
ms transcript X 1863 (none of these collations are by me but all were checked by me
for agreement with master variant lists). PLEASE NOTE FOR THE FOLLOWING
BLANDING MATERIALS: If Tom should happen to protest that we used his work
without sufficient acknowledgement, these documents will be crucial in
demonstrating the accuracy of the statements in Acknowledgements. Tom Blanding's
original HI (photocopy). Tom's final HI with Will/Bill Howarth's comments, not Joe's
(photocopy); with some pencil notes on the documentation by Joe during a visit to
CSmH. Tom's final (?) HI and TI (photocopies) with Joe's original comments in pencil
and ink. Does not seem to duplicate next entry. Tom's final TI (photocopy) with Joe's
original pencil comments from 1978, and a few more dated 3/92. Tom's (final?) TI
(photocopy) with Joe's original comments in pencil and ink. This does not seem to be
a duplicate of the preceding. Tom's original and final TI (photocopies) with Will
Howarth's original comments in pencil and ink; copies of Will/Tom correspondence.
Tom's HI, final version, with original pencil comments by Joe M, during my use of this
in composing my HDNs, etc. Tom's original HI (photocopy) with Joe M's original
comments in pencil and ink. Elizabeth Marshall's "Grangerized" copy of Tom's HI,
with highlighting, notes on documentation, and photocopies of sources, pp. 1-20.
Colored stickies applied by me, and probably some marginal notes by me. Also, some
small yellow post-its by Beth Witherell. Ditto, pp. 21-32. Ditto, pp. 33-41. Ditto, pp.
42-60. Ditto, pp. 61-69. Ditto, pp. 70-87. Ditto, pp. 88-96. Ditto, pp. 97-103. Ditto: HI
footnotes, 16 numbered typescript pages. Elizabeth Marshall Grangerized copy of
Tom's short HI, with her notes, photocopies, stickies, comments, and post-its, as
above.
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Box 118 Excursions -- NHM: Dial printing without Thoreau's markings, enlarged; sight
collation records, 2 folders; machine collation record, with photocopy used;
Headnote, To Do, and Dial differences; Ver. file; Master Table of Variants (Tom's
original and a photocopy, with my corrections and additions); another file of the
same with photocopies, glossies, perfected transcripts, etc., from various
repositories and sources, e.g. Raymond Adams, Fruitlands, with notes by Beth and
Joe; TN, EM, TV, and ELH for NotaBene (obsolete) text file; Tom's printer's copy
typescript' Tom's apparatus. The machine collation folder is the only one you didn't
send me. The others all have your labels. LL: Headnote draft BW; ver file; EM file,
BW; TN file BW; sight collation records; Joe's notes on Tom's apparatus from 1970s;
master table of variants. original and two photocopies with highlighting and notes by
Beth and Joe. All these files came from the TC. WTW: Headnote drafts by Beth and
Bob Sattelmeyer; LMHDT entry file; post-copy-text Week in PE text; TNs redone by
Beth and Bob; Emendations ditto; ELH ditto; TV ditto; ver. file; sight collation
records. All these came from the TC. SFT Sight collation records. SFT LMHDT. SFT
Machine collation records, Transactions. SFT ver file. SFT Historical Info. Photocopy
of corrected Dial printing, with manuscript notations clarifying Thoreau's corrections
and revisions; plus a handwritten list by Tom of the individual Thoreau markings,
with comments by JJM; plus a typed list from TC labelled "WWMSDIAL.DIF", with
pencil notes by JJM. WW: reports of sight collations. "WW: Emendation": typed list
apparently by Tom, with ink notes by BW and many pencil additions and corrections
by JJM. Draft apparatus. "WW Alterations": a list by Tom with heavy annotation by
JJM, plus JJM's typed version of the alterations list with notes by BW and more notes
by JJM. Draft apparatus. "WW: Text marked by JJM": Tom's typed text with BW
notation dated 6-16-93 and various pencil annotations by JJM. "Winter Walk: TNs":
Tom's original TN copy with extensive annotations and some supplementary pages
by JJM. Draft Apparatus. "WW MSS--LMHDT". "WW Collation ICarbS [Dial] vs PU 1906
Ex 10/92". "WW: ver.file". F168"WW: WWWP.TXT with apparatus": identification of
surviving Dial printer's copy pages by opening words; another list of pages organized
by location; "differences between MS and Dial"; coded and highlighted text dated
June 13, 1999, with many notes by JJM and label by BW; working copy of WW text;
plus another copy, containing a different set of JJM notes. "Winter Walk
Headnote--copies of material from long HI": draft stages of the Headnote from the
pages in Tom's HI narrative, through a couple of drafts of JJM's headnote,
supplemented by photocopies of relevant printed and manuscript HDT
correspondence, and my original instructions to checkers of the Dial printer's copy
pages, Dec. 11, 1979, pointing out key differences between Thoreau's and Emerson's
handwriting; plus a "todo" list and correspondence between BW and JJM.

Box 119 Excursions -- Canada: Nancy Simmons' s list of French Words in Boyer's; file includes
my photocopies from French and American editions of Boyer, my handwritten notes
on Nancy's list, and my own handwritten list of French terms keyed to printout of my
edited text of Canada. Canada: "Substantive Variants--St. Anne's & MS" (Tom's): my
identification of which MS. Canada June '78 working materials": Tom's edited text
from that fateful time, with numerous manuscript notes by me when I reviewed it.
File includes what may be the original of the Nancy Simmons list of Thoreau's French
and Boyer, and another handwritten list by me, focusing on French-Canadian place
names. "E384 Canada work logs &c": from my graduate course on textual editing,
using Canada as the live specimen. "WW: Master Table of Variants, Original and
xerox.": I think there's one photocopy. The original is a taped-together folio
arrangement by Tom. WW ELH: preliminary list by Elizabeth Marshall with notes by
JJM. WLK: Tom Blanding's Master List of Variants. Notes by me included. AT: Master
Variants (TB) WA: Tom's master variants with my annotations. WTW: master table of
variants, with corrections and editions by Beth and Joe SFT ELH (preliminary list)

Box 119 Excursions -- EX: Blanding problem 1978, WW: TB draft apparatus & notes, WTW:
draft apparatus (TB)

Box 119 Cape Cod -- CC: "Proofs & Production" 1983-84. CC: Photocopy of text galleys, with
BW comments photocopied and a few notes by JJM, both photocopied and pencilled;
related correspondence.
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Box 119 Maine Woods -- MW: JM Duplicate Galleys for Indexing. MW: Maps. MW: Background
& related material.

Box 119 Early Essays -- EEM: Text and apparatus page proofs, in green, marked "duplicate",
with JJM pencil markings. EEM: Text and apparatus galleys, in green, marked
"duplicate", with JJM pencil markings. two sets (one revises of the other)
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Box 120 Excursions -- "Walking: Carolyn's Notes" "Walking: back matter EMD 1995-6"; heavily
modified in pencil by JJM. WLK: ver. file. Wlk MSS--LMHDT. WLK: notes by Alexander
Kern, plus a partial collation of Atlantic against a facsimile of Excursions 1863. "WLK:
Elizabeth's list of tasks accomplished 1996." WLK: sight collation reports. "Walking
Text EMD 1995": printout with highlighting. "Walking: Blanding apparatus with some
JJM and C Kappes notes". "Walking: Kris's collation (of) TB master list vs. MS
(printer's copy)" "Walking: To do 3-22-92" EMD list with JJM notes. WLK: photocopies
of the Atlantic printing. AT: ver. file AT: sight collation reports. File includes Atlantic
printing photocopies used in collation. AT: text printout from the TC, labelled
ATWP.TXT: this seems to be essentially the Atlantic text. JJM notes. (2 copies)
"Autumnal Tints text (based on AM)" No obvious annotations by JJM. AT: "Autumn al
Tints: Copy-Text evidence, choice, locations." AT: Alterations (a handwritten file by
JJM) "Autumnal Tints - Apparatus Blanding" AT: To Do. AT: Kris Fossum's report of
collation of TB Master variants vs. PE printer's copy. "SFT: Copy-Text Note and To Do;
HDN draft" (Sorry--this file should have been put in or offered with a previous Box.)
"Canada Text" (ours), text printouts and photocopies in a large spring-binder, with
correspondence going back to my own Canada trip of 1995 and as late as September
1993. and a substantives-only sight collation of 1866 vs. 1906 Yankee chapters 3-5,
miscellaneous notes of mine on sources and the term "Yankee" in the text. The text
printouts are dated 7-20-93 with a few pages dated later, so this version probably
dates from about the time I sent copy on floppy disks to the TC. "Canada Apparatus
and Sources List," printouts and a few photocopies in a spring-binder, about
contemporary with the preceding item. Includes correspondence between us and a
printout of textual notes for our "Yankee" dated August 1995. A Yankee in Canada,
my edited text, printout dated 2-26-02, chapters 1 and 2. An Excursion to Canada,
unedited transcript of HM 953 (a), chapters 1 and 2, printouts dated 2-26-02. An
Excursion to Canada, edited text of the chapter 3 portion printed in Putnam's,
printout dated 2-26-02. Chapter 3 portion first printed in _Yankee_ (1866), printout
dated 2-26-02. "A Yankee in Canada" (ours): TC printout, with yellow-orange
highlighting (mine?), of coded text and apparatus. Various colored stickies for my
queries. A one-page memo of mine attached to this printout is dated 9-17-98. I
suspect this memo accompanied the printout as part of an English Department or
College of Liberal Arts (University of Texas) annual review of my scholarly activities.
The highlighting isolates the codes and various interpolations for PUP or TC
reference, and I suspect I applied the highlighting so that a local reader could skip
the codes, etc. "A Yankee in Canada" (ours), printout of copy-texts of chapters 1-3,
photocopy of chapters 4 and 5, with my red and black pencil markings specifying
needed emendations and noting entries for emendations, textual notes, end-of-line
hyphenation. This represents the first level of editorial decision-making on these
texts. Printouts dated 6-29-92. ditto, draft apparatus printouts, dated mainly July
1993: textual notes, emendations, rejected substantives, end-of-line hyphenation,
alterations. ditto, printout of edited text, chapters 1, 2, 3. with partial draft
apparatus, all marked "superseded." File folder containing several pages of Tom
Blanding's version of chapter 4, where he "restored" a long passage from one of
Thoreau's printed sources; with photocopies from the source (Bouchette, Brit. Dom.)
and photocopy of some unrelated pages from Silliman. Folder labelled "EX: Jodi
Patterson's notes on Annotation research: 2 pp. typescript with your autograph
notes. Folder labelled "Canada Annotations & Bibliography": BW to JJM 4-18-91 and 2
page typed list of source titles: evidently accompanied a sheaf of photocopies of
source passages. Reflects work by Kevin, Carolyn, Jodi, and Louisa. "Canada Source
List" (mine), printouts of multiple versions, the earliest August 1992, the latest April
1993; with my handwritten aditions and corrections. "Canada Headnote
Documentation": mainly my 1992/1993 correspondence with the Huntington about
my research visits there. The bulk of the documentation got moved to other folders,
some already sent to you, I believe. Blanding backmatter for "Canada" Blanding
"notes in response to JJM review, probably 1978, some originals on yellow paper,
some photocopy of typescript responses. Blanding chronology for Thoreau's
Canadian trip; with JJM autograph notes. Blanding ELH list, with JJM autograph notes.
"Center files on _Canada_": list of tab labels; several yellow pages in JJM hand; plus
another list of my needs for Canada files.My correspondence with Tom Blanding and
(then-named) Bill Howarth in summer 1978 about Blanding Canada editing: carbon
copies of correspondence and lists of features queried. More of the same pertaining
to French language materials and place names, and sources used by HDT in
"Canada." Folder labelled "Yankee in Canada Headnote": printouts of three drafts,
ranging from 7-26-01 to 19-1-01, PLUS handwritten chronology of the trip, PLUS
handwritten notes on the nature and relationships of the manuscripts, PLUS my
correspondence with the Madonna University library concerning the reprint of
Putnam's pages 321-329 in _Pictures and Readings from American Authors_ (NY,
1855), including a photocopy of the Canada text in their copy of the 1855 volume
(taken from Putnam's plates).
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Box 121 Excursions -- My own last printouts of text and apparatus for each of the nine
component pieces. The Canada text printouts are I think NotaBene from the TC, and
everything else including Canada apparatus are printouts of my WordPerfect files.
Everything is marked up and has colored stickies for things to check. These are, I
believe, the files against which I read the first PUP text proofs and the TC printout of
the electronic files of back matter for the nine pieces.
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Box 122 Excursions -- Folder labelled "Yankee HI & TI: Moldenhauer": Contents are a
miscellany of communications dating back to 1980, including my "flow chart" or plan
for the editing of Canada, correspondence between you, me, and Carolyn Kappes, a
partial list of reimpressions of 1866 Yankee, notations about Thoreau's personal
copies of Putnam's with pages excised, correspondence about the Thoreau-Greeley
correspondence including the Joseph Rubinstein manuscript, a couple of photocopies
of New England railroad maps, 2 pages from Elizabeth Dubrulle (?) headed
"_Excursions_ Historical Introduction", and a bundle of 3 x 5 notecards by my
graduate students recording information from biographies, criticism, and relevant
Journal entries. Also 3 x 5 cards by me about features of the Huntington Canada
mss., and about sources. This is working material for the Canada headnote. Folder
labelled "Carolyn's notes on Canada from her review of Tom's apparatus" Folder
labelled "Canada Lectures MSS--info from Walt Harding" (one letter, 12-16-1980.
Folder labelled "Canada MSS--JM List and Analysis" Photocopy of first page of HM
950. LMHDT pages and edition inventory sheets for the Huntington Canada MSS, the
Canadian Notebook; handwitten page of notes by JJM about location of 6 draft leaves
(I think from 1906 Manuscript Edition sets). Photocopies of five HDT manuscript
pages relating to Canada from Ray Borst. Printout of draft of Canada source list
(JJM), dated 4-24-1997. Paste-up of photocopies of pp. 57-93 from JJM's copy of the
1881 reimpression of 1866 Yankee. NHM last Moldenhauer apparatus in TC printout,
with annotations and highlighting; dated (by you) 9-2-04 and 5-28-04; some e-mail
[printouts. These and the following were used for proofing in spring 05, probably
against the printout of back matter as sent to PUP. WTW, ditto except I don't see
e-mail printouts. LL, ditto, extensive handwritten notes, e-mail printouts,
photocopies from RP pertaining to Paradise to Be Regained. WW, ditto, except for
the RP stuff. Canada, ditto, dates in your hand ranging from 6/2/03 to 5/26/04 to
9/8/04. SFT, ditto, dated by you 5/25/04 and 1/27/05. WLK, ditto, with e-mail
exchanges with Brad Dean about my perfecting of WLK text and apparatus against
the MCo manuscript. Your dating of 1/27/05 on the Headnote printout. AT, ditto, your
dates 5/25/04 and 9/8/04; copies of e-correspondence with Brad Dean about the
Theodore Hassan (?) manuscript; a photocopy thereof, probably duplicated in the AT
draft ms file. This correspondence antedates my having the owner's name. WA, ditto,
your dates 6/1/04, 9-2-04 and 11-27-05 Illustrations, ditto; highlighted printout dated
January 24, 2005; PLUS dust jacket copy text; lots of e-correspondence, photocopies,
permissions request material, handwitten stuff by me and my own Austin printouts
of the Illustrations texts. "Permissions and Library List": printouts of my files and of
the TC files; annotated; e-correspondence printouts. Acknowledgments (your date
"sent 11/18/04"), much annotated, with e-correspondence and a 12-09-04 fax; TI
(your date 11/16/04 for the printout), marked as my proofing copy, with
e-correspondence 11-22-04; HI proofing copy from November 22, 04, TC printout
dated by you 11-18-04, annotated by me, plus e-correspondence and information
about Dick Winslow discoveries of contemporary reviews, with photocopies; ELH, my
printouts and TC prinouts from 8-04 and 9-04, annotated; ELH, undated TC file, my
annotations, plus e-correspondence; my file: "Responses to questions about collation
information," dated August 17, 2004. "ELH, ACK, Short Titles": TC printouts and
e-correspondence apparently all from February 2006; plus a Library Symbols list of
symbols that have changed, per EX essay, dated 8/3/04. Proofreading TC printout
copy dated January and February 2006, proofed by me through 3-22-06, front matter
and entire editorial appendix, annotated, and each section marked by me with the
date on which I proofed it. For the HI and TI I also note the date of the Moldenhauer
printout against which I proofed this early 2006 copy. Isn't this the TC printout of the
electronic file that went to PUP? YES, IT IS. PLUS: correspondence covering the
shipment of the printout and correspondence pertaining to an AT TN on "Tupeloes";
PLUS highlighted printout of blurbs for individual essay apparatus sections; PLUS:
e-correspondence about apparatus proofing, Jan and Feb 2006 and (Important) a
handwritten list of the dates of "last JJM files" of WW, Canada, and SFT apparatus
sections. Folder of Thoreau reading lists, including: my manuscript transcript from
Thoreau's Index Rerum of "List of Books" (1840) with addenda headed "New and
Old"; photocopy of Cameron's list of Thoreau's book borrowings from Harvard,
Emerson the Essayist, II; my manuscript copy of Thoreau's reading list on Cape Cod
in MA 594, copied from Cameron, Transcendentalists and Minerva II, 349; photocopy
of Transc. and Minerva II, pp, 378-388, Preliminary Reading in Cape Cod
Background"; photocopy of T & M II, pp. 368-377, "Dated Reading List in HM 13201";
mimeo (?) list of Thoreau maps in the map room, NN Rare Book Room (with my
annotations); a second copy of the foregoing with notes in your handwriting
(photocopy); Cameron, T's Literary Notebook in the Library of Congress, photocopy
of the introduction; my handwritten notes (1983?) of Thoreau's reading notes in the
Berg Commonplace Book I, 1841-1850; my handwritten notes on T's reading notes in
Berg Commonplace Book II (from microfilm); Sattelmeyer contents list of Indian Book
II (old # 1) through 12, "retyped and corrected from R. F.Sayre"; Arthur Christy's
typescript "Bibliography of Thoreau's American Indian Notes"; somebody's (Sayre's?)
contents list of the extracts in the Indian Books (all) and Canada notebook; contents
list in typescript and manuscript of contents of Thoreau's "Fact Book" at the widener,
with columns headed "Title of Extract/page", "source", and "date and source of
date"--this may be Sattelmeyer; preface and contents pages of Cameron's "Thoreau's
Fact Book" (covering vols. I and II of the Cameron project; copies of my
correspondence with Sattelmeyer and Sayre about their bibliographies and notebook
indexes; photocopy of L. Willson, "Thoreau's Canadian Notebook"; photocopy of
contents page for T & M II; photocopies of several pages from Indian Notebooks
(Cape Cod related, I think); photocopy of "Rough Draft . . . Contents of CPB II . . .
Berg" (Sattelmeyer). All this was useful to me before the publication in 1988? of
Sattelmeyer's Thoreau's Reading. "EX Index--Latest": file folder containing an index
printout with my annotations, and a fair amount of 2004 correspondence. Plus
correspondence about other stages of the index. Brad Dean's List of Manuscript
Edition sets as of 1992: printout plus 5.25" floppy, plus correspondence. Printout has
annotations and additions by me. "Question about Yankee TN 111.9 (map legend,
12/2006)." (correspondence). "Back Matter Revisions 2005" (correspondence) "Back
Matter proofing 2007" (there must be one or more additional groups of
correspondence on this subject in this year, already inventoried). Folder of material
from the 1984 MLA session on Cape Cod, including two copies of my paper, and
copies of 3 other papers, and correspondence.
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Box 122 Excursions -- NHM: Dial printing without Thoreau's markings, enlarged; sight
collation records, 2 folders; machine collation record, with photocopy used;
Headnote, To Do, and Dial differences; Ver. file; Master Table of Variants (Tom's
original and a photocopy, with my corrections and additions); another file of the
same with photocopies, glossies, perfected transcripts, etc., from various
repositories and sources, e.g. Raymond Adams, Fruitlands, with notes by Beth and
Joe; TN, EM, TV, and ELH for NotaBene (obsolete) text file; Tom's printer's copy
typescript' Tom's apparatus. The machine collation folder is the only one you didn't
send me. The others all have your labels. LL: Headnote draft BW; ver file; EM file,
BW; TN file BW; sight collation records; Joe's notes on Tom's apparatus from 1970s;
master table of variants. original and two photocopies with highlighting and notes by
Beth and Joe. All these files came from the TC. WTW: Headnote drafts by Beth and
Bob Sattelmeyer; LMHDT entry file; post-copy-text Week in PE text; TNs redone by
Beth and Bob; Emendations ditto; ELH ditto; TV ditto; ver. file; sight collation
records. All these came from the TC. SFT Sight collation records. SFT LMHDT. SFT
Machine collation records, Transactions. SFT ver file. SFT Historical Info. Photocopy
of corrected Dial printing, with manuscript notations clarifying Thoreau's corrections
and revisions; plus a handwritten list by Tom of the individual Thoreau markings,
with comments by JJM; plus a typed list from TC labelled "WWMSDIAL.DIF", with
pencil notes by JJM. WW: reports of sight collations. "WW: Emendation": typed list
apparently by Tom, with ink notes by BW and many pencil additions and corrections
by JJM. Draft apparatus. "WW Alterations": a list by Tom with heavy annotation by
JJM, plus JJM's typed version of the alterations list with notes by BW and more notes
by JJM. Draft apparatus. "WW: Text marked by JJM": Tom's typed text with BW
notation dated 6-16-93 and various pencil annotations by JJM. "Winter Walk: TNs":
Tom's original TN copy with extensive annotations and some supplementary pages
by JJM. Draft Apparatus. "WW MSS--LMHDT". "WW Collation ICarbS [Dial] vs PU 1906
Ex 10/92". "WW: ver.file". F168"WW: WWWP.TXT with apparatus": identification of
surviving Dial printer's copy pages by opening words; another list of pages organized
by location; "differences between MS and Dial"; coded and highlighted text dated
June 13, 1999, with many notes by JJM and label by BW; working copy of WW text;
plus another copy, containing a different set of JJM notes. "Winter Walk
Headnote--copies of material from long HI": draft stages of the Headnote from the
pages in Tom's HI narrative, through a couple of drafts of JJM's headnote,
supplemented by photocopies of relevant printed and manuscript HDT
correspondence, and my original instructions to checkers of the Dial printer's copy
pages, Dec. 11, 1979, pointing out key differences between Thoreau's and Emerson's
handwriting; plus a "todo" list and correspondence between BW and JJM.

Box 122 Excursions -- Canada: Nancy Simmons' s list of French Words in Boyer's; file includes
my photocopies from French and American editions of Boyer, my handwritten notes
on Nancy's list, and my own handwritten list of French terms keyed to printout of my
edited text of Canada. Canada: "Substantive Variants--St. Anne's & MS" (Tom's): my
identification of which MS. "Canada June '78 working materials": Tom's edited text
from that fateful time, with numerous manuscript notes by me when I reviewed it.
File includes what may be the original of the Nancy Simmons list of Thoreau's French
and Boyer, and another handwritten list by me, focusing on French-Canadian place
names. "E384 Canada work logs &c": from my graduate course on textual editing,
using Canada as the live specimen. "WW: Master Table of Variants, Original and
xerox.": I think there's one photocopy. The original is a taped-together folio
arrangement by Tom. WW ELH: preliminary list by Elizabeth Marshall with notes by
JJM. WLK: Tom Blanding's Master List of Variants. Notes by me included. AT: Master
Variants (TB) WA: Tom's master variants with my annotations. WTW: master table of
variants, with corrections and editions by Beth and Joe SFT ELH (preliminary list)

Box 122 Excursions -- EX: Blanding problem 1978, WW: TB draft apparatus & notes, WTW:
draft apparatus (TB)

Box 122 Cape Cod -- CC: "Proofs & Production" 1983-84. CC: Photocopy of text galleys, with
BW comments photocopied and a few notes by JJM, both photocopied and pencilled;
related correspondence.
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Box 122 Maine Woods -- MW: JM duplicate galleys for indexing, MW: Maps, MW: background &
related material

Box 122 Early Essays -- EEM: Text and apparatus page proofs, in green, marked "duplicate",
with JJM pencil markings. EEM: Text and apparatus galleys, in green, marked
"duplicate", with JJM pencil markings. two sets (one revises of the other)
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Box 122 Excursions -- "Walking: Carolyn's Notes" "Walking: back matter EMD 1995-6"; heavily
modified in pencil by JJM. WLK: ver. file. Wlk MSS--LMHDT WLK: notes by Alexander
Kern, plus a partial collation of Atlantic against a facsimile of Excursions 1863. "WLK:
Elizabeth's list of tasks accomplished 1996." WLK: sight collation reports. "Walking
Text EMD 1995": printout with highlighting. "Walking: Blanding apparatus with some
JJM and C Kappes notes". "Walking: Kris's collation (of) TB master list vs. MS
(printer's copy)""Walking: To do 3-22-92" EMD list with JJM notes.WLK: photocopies
of the Atlantic printing. AT: ver. file AT: sight collation reports. File includes Atlantic
printing photocopies used in collation. AT: text printout from the TC, labelled
ATWP.TXT: this seems to be essentially the Atlantic text. JJM notes. (2 copies)
"Autumnal Tints text (based on AM)" No obvious annotations by JJM. AT: "Autumnal
Tints: Copy-Text evidence, choice, locations." AT: Alterations (a handwritten file by
JJM)"Autumnal Tints - Apparatus Blanding" AT: To Do AT: Kris Fossum's report of
collation of TB Master variants vs.PE printer's copy "SFT: Copy-Text Note and To Do;
HDN draft" (Sorry--this file should have been put in or offered with a previous Box.)
"Canada Text" (ours), text printouts and photocopies in a large spring-binder, with
correspondence going back to my own Canada trip of 1995 and as late as September
1993. and a substantives-only sight collation of 1866 vs. 1906 Yankee chapters 3-5,
miscellaneous notes of mine on sources and the term "Yankee" in the text. The text
printouts are dated 7-20-93 with a few pages dated later, so this version probably
dates from about the time I sent copy on floppy disks to the TC. "Canada Apparatus
and Sources List," printouts and a few photocopies in a spring-binder, about
contemporary with the preceding item. Includes correspondence between us and a
printout of textual notes for our "Yankee" dated August 1995. A Yankee in Canada,
my edited text, printout dated 2-26-02, chapters 1 and 2. An Excursion to Canada,
unedited transcript of HM 953 (a), chapters 1 and 2, printouts dated 2-26-02. An
Excursion to Canada, edited text of the chapter 3 portion printed in Putnam's,
printout dated 2-26-02. Chapter 3 portion first printed in _Yankee_ (1866), printout
dated 2-26-02. "A Yankee in Canada" (ours): TC printout, with yellow-orange
highlighting (mine?), of coded text and apparatus. Various colored stickies for my
queries. A one-page memo of mine attached to this printout is dated 9-17-98. I
suspect this memo accompanied the printout as part of an English Department or
College of Liberal Arts (University of Texas) annual review of my scholarly activities.
The highlighting isolates the codes and various interpolations for PUP or TC
reference, and I suspect I applied the highlighting so that a local reader could skip
the codes, etc. "A Yankee in Canada" (ours), printout of copy-texts of chapters 1-3,
photocopy of chapters 4 and 5, with my red and black pencil markings specifying
needed emendations and noting entries for emendations, textual notes, end-of-line
hyphenation. This represents the first level of editorial decision-making on these
texts. Printouts dated 6-29-92. ditto, draft apparatus printouts, dated mainly July
1993: textual notes, emendations, rejected substantives, end-of-line hyphenation,
alterations. ditto, printout of edited text, chapters 1, 2, 3. with partial draft
apparatus, all marked "superseded." File folder containing several pages of Tom
Blanding's version of chapter 4, where he "restored" a long passage from one of
Thoreau's printed sources; with photocopies from the source (Bouchette, Brit. Dom.)
and photocopy of some unrelated pages from Silliman. Folder labelled "EX: Jodi
Patterson's notes on Annotation research: 2 pp. typescript with your autograph
notes. Folder labelled "Canada Annotations & Bibliography": BW to JJM 4-18-91 and 2
page typed list of source titles: evidently accompanied a sheaf of photocopies of
source passages. Reflects work by Kevin, Carolyn, Jodi, and Louisa. "Canada Source
List" (mine), printouts of multiple versions, the earliest August 1992, the latest April
1993; with my handwritten aditions and corrections. "Canada Headnote
Documentation": mainly my 1992/1993 correspondence with the Huntington about
my research visits there. The bulk of the documentation got moved to other folders,
some already sent to you, I believe. Blanding backmatter for "Canada" Blanding
"notes in response to JJM review, probably 1978, some originals on yellow paper,
some photocopy of typescript responses. Blanding chronology for Thoreau's
Canadian trip; with JJM autograph notes. Blanding ELH list, with JJM autograph notes.
"Center files on _Canada_": list of tab labels; several yellow pages in JJM hand; plus
another list of my needs for Canada files. My correspondence with Tom Blanding and
(then-named) Bill Howarth in summer 1978 about Blanding Canada editing: carbon
copies of correspondence and lists of features queried. More of the same pertaining
to French language materials and place names, and sources used by HDT in
"Canada." Folder labelled "Yankee in Canada Headnote": printouts of three drafts,
ranging from 7-26-01 to 19-1-01, PLUS handwritten chronology of the trip, PLUS
handwritten notes on the nature and relationships of the manuscripts, PLUS my
correspondence with the Madonna University library concerning the reprint of
Putnam's pages 321-329 in _Pictures and Readings from American Authors_ (NY,
1855), including a photocopy of the Canada text in their copy of the 1855 volume
(taken from Putnam's plates).
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Box 121 Excursions --My own last printouts of text and apparatus for each of the nine
component pieces. The Canada text printouts are I think NotaBene from the TC, and
everything else including Canada apparatus are printouts of my WordPerfect files.
Everything is marked up and has colored stickies for things to check. These are, I
believe, the files against which I read the first PUP text proofs and the TC printout of
the electronic files of back matter for the nine pieces. Canada: "Yankee 1866 Harding
copy (Poor print)" Canada: photocopy of 1888 impression of 1866 Yankee text,
marked to show equivalents in surviving manuscripts. This file also includes of MSS
relevant to "A Yankee in Canada," sent by Harding to Alexander Kern in ancient days.
Also includes photocopy of some pages of Journal Four page proof, August 1851
through April 1852, sent to me by Bob Sattelmeyer entries relevant to "A Yankee in
Canada," with JJM notations. File also includes a 4-page printout of cross-references
in "VOLUME VII" (MS volume?) to pages in 1906 Journal and to Yankee, Wild Apples,
Autumnal Tints, NHM, and Walking, as well as to Walden, Cape Cod, and Reform
Papers. This list has pencil notations by JJM, and seems to predate 1992. Blanding's
Canada Text, August 1978, in a manila envelope, as sent to JJM. I don't see any JJM
notes off-hand. Perhaps I photocopied this before annotating the text. Blanding's
Canada text, with pencil annotations by JJM. Duplicate Blanding typescript of Canada
chapters one and two, from HM 953, I believe, without any JJM annotations.
Transcripts (handwritten) by JJM from CSmH HM 949, 950, and 953 pertinent to Cape
Cod, duplicating and/or pulled from Canada drafts. Letter, JJM to BW (and Carolyn
Kappes, 24 April 1980, about Canada editing. Putnam's Excursions to Canada text
photocopies: from NjP, TxU, and Harding copies. HM 949: several enlarged copyflo
pages for comparison with HM 950 text. Canada: sight collation records (old) and a
Master Variants list with JJM annotations. Wild Apples: list of mss from LMHDT, plus
supplement WA: .ver file, annotated by me, plus a TC text printout from the file you
had before I started editing. WA: duplicate of the preceding, without annotations.
WA: coded text; "This is Tom's text of the essay." dates from 9-93 after conversion
from Wordstar to WordPerfect. Not annotated. WA: Kris Fossum collation of Tom
master variants with "printer's copy" (Tom's text): one partial handwritten page. WA:
Tom's apparatus, annotated by you and me. WA: AM--photocopies of the text from
two different specimens, plus Tom's old paste-up of AM columns with my many
marginal notes about specific draft MS equivalents. WA: collation reports,
pre-copy-text X AM "typescript" and AM X (63?) Excursions, both by Tom; another AM
X 1863; yet another; yet a fourth; 1863 X AM "typescript"; AM X facsimile of 1863
(Kern); AM X 1894 Riverside Exc.; AM X 1906 Exc. Hinman machine collation record,
by me, of 1863 Ex X 1890 reimpression of the same. Wakeman Sale catalogue
photocopies (from Transcendentalists and Minerva vol. 2) with items bearing on
Excursions marked and annotated by me.
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Box 122 Excursions -- Folder labelled "Yankee HI & TI: Moldenhauer": Contents are a
miscellany of communications dating back to 1980, including my "flow chart" or plan
for the editing of Canada, correspondence between you, me, and Carolyn Kappes, a
partial list of reimpressions of 1866 Yankee, notations about Thoreau's personal
copies of Putnam's with pages excised, correspondence about the Thoreau-Greeley
correspondence including the Joseph Rubinstein manuscript, a couple of photocopies
of New England railroad maps, 2 pages from Elizabeth Dubrulle (?) headed
"_Excursions_ Historical Introduction", and a bundle of 3 x 5 notecards by my
graduate students recording information from biographies, criticism, and relevant
Journal entries. Also 3 x 5 cards by me about features of the Huntington Canada
mss., and about sources. This is working material for the Canada headnote. Folder
labelled "Carolyn's notes on Canada from her review of Tom's apparatus" Folder
labelled "Canada Lectures MSS--info from Walt Harding" (one letter, 12-16-1980.
Folder labelled "Canada MSS--JM List and Analysis" Photocopy of first page of HM
950. LMHDT pages and edition inventory sheets for the Huntington Canada MSS, the
Canadian Notebook; handwitten page of notes by JJM about location of 6 draft leaves
(I think from 1906 Manuscript Edition sets). Photocopies of five HDT manuscript
pages relating to Canada from Ray Borst. Printout of draft of Canada source list
(JJM), dated 4-24-1997. Paste-up of photocopies of pp. 57-93 from JJM's copy of the
1881 reimpression of 1866 Yankee. NHM last Moldenhauer apparatus in TC printout,
with annotations and highlighting; dated (by you) 9-2-04 and 5-28-04; some e-mail
[printouts. These and the following were used for proofing in spring 05, probably
against the printout of back matter as sent to PUP. WTW, ditto except I don't see
e-mail printouts. LL, ditto, extensive handwritten notes, e-mail printouts,
photocopies from RP pertaining to Paradise to Be Regained. WW, ditto, except for
the RP stuff. Canada, ditto, dates in your hand ranging from 6/2/03 to 5/26/04 to
9/8/04. SFT, ditto, dated by you 5/25/04 and 1/27/05. WLK, ditto, with e-mail
exchanges with Brad Dean about my perfecting of WLK text and apparatus against
the MCo manuscript. Your dating of 1/27/05 on the Headnote printout. AT, ditto, your
dates 5/25/04 and 9/8/04; copies of e-correspondence with Brad Dean about the
Theodore Hassan (?) manuscript; a photocopy thereof, probably duplicated in the AT
draft ms file. This correspondence antedates my having the owner's name. WA, ditto,
your dates 6/1/04, 9-2-04 and 11-27-05 Illustrations, ditto; highlighted printout dated
January 24, 2005; PLUS dust jacket copy text; lots of e-correspondence, photocopies,
permissions request material, handwitten stuff by me and my own Austin printouts
of the Illustrations texts. "Permissions and Library List": printouts of my files and of
the TC files; annotated; e-correspondence printouts. Acknowledgments (your date
"sent 11/18/04"), much annotated, with e-correspondence and a 12-09-04 fax; TI
(your date 11/16/04 for the printout), marked as my proofing copy, with
e-correspondence 11-22-04; HI proofing copy from November 22, 04, TC printout
dated by you 11-18-04, annotated by me, plus e-correspondence and information
about Dick Winslow discoveries of contemporary reviews, with photocopies; ELH, my
printouts and TC prinouts from 8-04 and 9-04, annotated; ELH, undated TC file, my
annotations, plus e-correspondence; my file: "Responses to questions about collation
information," dated August 17, 2004. "ELH, ACK, Short Titles": TC printouts and
e-correspondence apparently all from February 2006; plus a Library Symbols list of
symbols that have changed, per EX essay, dated 8/3/04. Proofreading TC printout
copy dated January and February 2006, proofed by me through 3-22-06, front matter
and entire editorial appendix, annotated, and each section marked by me with the
date on which I proofed it. For the HI and TI I also note the date of the Moldenhauer
printout against which I proofed this early 2006 copy. Isn't this the TC printout of the
electronic file that went to PUP? YES, IT IS. PLUS: correspondence covering the
shipment of the printout and correspondence pertaining to an AT TN on "Tupeloes";
PLUS highlighted printout of blurbs for individual essay apparatus sections; PLUS:
e-correspondence about apparatus proofing, Jan and Feb 2006 and (Important) a
handwritten list of the dates of "last JJM files" of WW, Canada, and SFT apparatus
sections. Folder of Thoreau reading lists, including: my manuscript transcript from
Thoreau's Index Rerum of "List of Books" (1840) with addenda headed "New and
Old"; photocopy of Cameron's list of Thoreau's book borrowings from Harvard,
Emerson the Essayist, II; my manuscript copy of Thoreau's reading list on Cape Cod
in MA 594, copied from Cameron, Transcendentalists and Minerva II, 349; photocopy
of Transc. and Minerva II, pp, 378-388, Preliminary Reading in Cape Cod
Background"; photocopy of T & M II, pp. 368-377, "Dated Reading List in HM 13201";
mimeo (?) list of Thoreau maps in the map room, NN Rare Book Room (with my
annotations); a second copy of the foregoing with notes in your handwriting
(photocopy); Cameron, T's Literary Notebook in the Library of Congress, photocopy
of the introduction; my handwritten notes (1983?) of Thoreau's reading notes in the
Berg Commonplace Book I, 1841-1850; my handwritten notes on T's reading notes in
Berg Commonplace Book II (from microfilm); Sattelmeyer contents list of Indian Book
II (old # 1) through 12, "retyped and corrected from R. F.Sayre"; Arthur Christy's
typescript "Bibliography of Thoreau's American Indian Notes"; somebody's (Sayre's?)
contents list of the extracts in the Indian Books (all) and Canada notebook; contents
list in typescript and manuscript of contents of Thoreau's "Fact Book" at the widener,
with columns headed "Title of Extract/page", "source", and "date and source of
date"--this may be Sattelmeyer; preface and contents pages of Cameron's "Thoreau's
Fact Book" (covering vols. I and II of the Cameron project; copies of my
correspondence with Sattelmeyer and Sayre about their bibliographies and notebook
indexes; photocopy of L. Willson, "Thoreau's Canadian Notebook"; photocopy of
contents page for T & M II; photocopies of several pages from Indian Notebooks
(Cape Cod related, I think); photocopy of "Rough Draft . . . Contents of CPB II . . .
Berg" (Sattelmeyer). All this was useful to me before the publication in 1988? of
Sattelmeyer's Thoreau's Reading. "EX Index--Latest": file folder containing an index
printout with my annotations, and a fair amount of 2004 correspondence. Plus
correspondence about other stages of the index. Brad Dean's List of Manuscript
Edition sets as of 1992: printout plus 5.25" floppy, plus correspondence. Printout has
annotations and additions by me. "Question about Yankee TN 111.9 (map legend,
12/2006)." (correspondence). "Back Matter Revisions 2005" (correspondence) "Back
Matter proofing 2007" (there must be one or more additional groups of
correspondence on this subject in this year, already inventoried). Folder of material
from the 1984 MLA session on Cape Cod, including two copies of my paper, and
copies of 3 other papers, and correspondence.
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Box 123 Excursions -- Walking: printouts of superseded states of text and apparatus. A thick
file. Winter Walk: ditto. Autumnal Tints: ditto. Wild Apples: ditto, though not so thick
a file. Walk to Wachusett: printouts of superseded apparatus. Progress reports (my
responses to information requests, official edition reports) 2000-2006. "Queries from
checking my files at TC": e-mail printouts, all 2002, bearing on EX text and
apparatus. "Disks sent by me, and proofreading at Center; letters back and forth,
materials sent": mainly email printouts, 2000-2004. "Excursions File Transfer 7-99":
concerning what you sent to me from the TC then. "File Transfer: MJV, EEM, CC":
Handwritten lists and e-mails from 2004. "Eric Lupfer hours and pay. Chuck Bradford
hours and pay". "Royalties": PUP forms on sales and royalties ($0.00) for books I
edited. "Laketour Xeroxes": photocopies of scholarship pertinent to my SAR article
on Thoreau and Wordsworth's prose description of the Lake District. Includes some
handwritten notes, e.g., from the correspondence of Horatio Greenough. "NYPL MSS:
transcripts": my handwritten transcripts and other notes on contents of the Berg's
1847 notebook other than "Ktaadn" draft material. "Cape Cod manuscript notes and
flow chart": dittographed material, 1975, from my textual editing seminar at TxU
using Cape Cod as living patient. The flow chart indicates the progressive
relationship of Thoreau's surviving manuscripts to the finished text. "Textual
Editing--Excursions": Items in this file go back to 1973, when the editorial board was
sweating out Alex Kern's (in)activities. The contents include documents and
correspondence about the Tom Blanding in-house vetting, 1978, and such things as
the original of my analysis of several features of Thoreau's and Emerson's
handwriting (for sorting out the revisions on the surviving WW setting copy pages).
Most recent things in this file are 2001 and 2002, after I took on the entire volume
and not just the Canada narrative. This thick folder is like an Indian burial mound.

Box 123 Moldenhauer -- EXC/MJV/CC: peripheral correspondence: correspondence with
scholars outside the edition, about their projects involving material I'd edited or was
editing. Miscellaneous Correspondence about Thoreau: this is a thick file, going back
to the late 1970s. Some of it has to do with the edition (corresp. with Bob Hudspeth
and some documents about the move from NIU), but most of it doesn't, e.g., letters
to and from Walt Harding concerning TSB, correspondence with the Thoreau Society,
etc. This could be material for the professional biography of the logorhaeatic JJM, if
anyone were foolish enough to undertake tile project. "Walt Harding death/tributes":
inc!. my letter to Marjorie. "Parker Huber re MW and Muir": help I gave him with the
interpretation of Muir's notes in Muir's copy of the 1868 T&F reprint of MW.

Box 124 Excursions -- excursions TI--Tom's final Early versions (late 1980s to 2000), some
Tom Blanding's, some revised by Joe Moldenhauer, of text, apparatus, and headnotes
for: Natural History of Massachusetts. Walk to Wachusett. Winter Walk Landlord,
Walking, Wild Apples, Autumnal Tints, Succession of Forest Trees Canada

Box 125 Excursions -- back matter production 2004-2007
Box 132 Journal 1 -- Back matter: notes, some on production; annotation material and notes

about it
Box 132 Journal 2 -- Transcripts: Edited ribbon copy--Long Book, Walden 1, Walden 2, Berg,

MS I (New Book); T's index; folders of notes on MS, production, acknowledgments,
etc.

Box 132 Journal 3 -- Transcripts: Marked photocopy of MSS II-VI; T's index; appendix; physical
description and notes

Box 133 Journal 4 -- Transcripts: Edited photocopy of MSS VII-X; T's indexes VII-X
Box 133 Journal 5 -- Transcripts: MSS XI-XIV copy with Pat O'Connell's revisions (edited

transcripts); perfected ribbon copy with PO's marks
Box 134 Journal 6 -- Transcripts: MS XV edited ribbon copy, F1-4, drawings
Box 134 Journal 6 -- Transcripts: MS XV F1-4 ribbon photocopy; T's index; computer

transcripts (scanned to make electronic files) F 1-4
Box 134 Journal 7 -- Transcripts: MS XVI Proofing page revises; Special characters; TNs; X

files; Morgan check; April 2001 electronic edited copy with editors' and TC decisions
marked F1-3; drawings; appendix; NS & RT reviews of 114-227; original edited RC,
1-4
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Box 135 Journal 8 -- Transcripts: MS XVII drawings; SP Morgan questions; ribbon copy folders
1-3 highlighted; ELHs; X file

Box 135 Journal 9 -- Transcripts: MS XVIII typed folders 1-4; Nota Bene folders 1-4; CWL copy
folders 1-4

Box 136 Journal 10 -- Transcripts: MS XIX, XX Ribbon 1-4; transcription copy: MS XIX F1, F2
and MS XX F1, F2

Box 136 Journal 11 -- Transcripts: MS XXI F1(1-111), F1 (112-219), F2, F3, F3; F1-3 with codes
for LX; MS XXII F1-3; F1, F2

Box 137 Journal 12 -- Transcripts: MS XXIII F1, F2, F3; MS XXIV F1, F2, F3
Box 137 Journal 13 -- Transcripts: MS XXV F1, F2, F3; MS XXVI, F1
Box 137 Journal 14 -- Transcripts: MS XXVII F1, F2, F3 (MS XXVIII, F1-3, with LCM markings,

for which revisions have not been incorporated into copy of record, is in SRC)
Box 137 Journal 15 -- Transcripts: MS 30 F 3 only (MS XXIX, F1-3, and MS XXX, F1-2, with LCM

markings, for which revisions have not been incorporated into copy of record, is in
SRC. As of 4/27/16, MS XXX F3 is with LCM)

Box 137 Journal 16 -- Transcripts: MS XXXI F1, F2, F3 scanned into WP files; MS XXXII F1, F2,
F3; MS XXXIII F1

Box 138 Journal 2 -- Manuscripts: Long Book, Walden 1
Box 138 Journal 2 -- Manuscripts: Walden 2
Box 138 Journal 2 -- Manuscripts: MS I (New Book)
Box 138 Journal 3 -- Manuscripts: III (May-Sep '50), IV (Sep-Dec '50), V (Dec '50-Jul '51), VI

(Jul-Aug '51)
Box 138 Journal 4 -- Manuscripts: VII (21 Aug-7 Oct '51), VIII (7 Oct '51-11 Jan '52), IX (12

Jan-28 Mar '52), X (29 Mar-27 Apr '52)
Box 139 Journal 5 -- Manuscripts: XI (28 Apr-8 Jul '52 ), XII (9 Jul-31 Aug '52 ), XIII (31 Aug

'52-7 Jan '53), XIV (8 Jan-8 Mar '53)
Box 139 Journal 6 -- Manuscripts: XV (9 Mar-18 Aug '53)
Box 139 Journal 7 -- Manuscripts: XVI (19 Aug '53-12 Feb '54)
Box 139 Journal 8 -- Manuscripts: XVII (13 Feb-3 Sep '54)
Box 140 Journal 5 -- Manuscripts: XI (28 Apr-8 Jul '52 ), XII (9 Jul-31 Aug '52 ), XIII (31 Aug

'52-7 Jan '53), XIV (8 Jan-8 Mar '53)
Box 140 Journal 6 -- Annotations research and drafts: MS pp. 101-499, with no apparent gaps
Box 141 Journal 7 -- Annotations research and drafts: PE pp. 1-192, no gaps
Box 142 Journal 7 -- Annotations research and drafts: PE 187-281, with a few folders at the

end
Box 143 Journal 8 --Annotations research and drafts: PE 1-315
Box 147 Cor 1 -- Transcripts and photocopies of MSS, letters 1-165, 1836-1848 (original

photocopies sent to Hudspeth May 1997)
Box 148 J1 -- Working files for backmatter--primarily not apparatus (permissions,

acknowledgments, illustrations, etc.), production notes, correspondence, vetting
Box 148 J2 -- Working files for backmatter--primarily not apparatus (permissions,

acknowledgments, illustrations, etc.), production notes, correspondence, vetting
Box 148 J3 -- Working files for backmatter--primarily not apparatus (permissions,

acknowledgments, illustrations, etc.), production notes, correspondence, vetting
Box 149 J4 -- Working files for backmatter--primarily not apparatus (permissions,

acknowledgments, illustrations, etc.), production notes, correspondence, vetting,
sample pages, 9/19/91 printout of front and back matter

Box 149 J5 -- Working files for backmatter--primarily not apparatus (permissions,
acknowledgments, illustrations, etc.), production notes, correspondence to 6/30/95,
vetting

Box 150 J5 -- Correspondence 1984-1989, more working files
Box 150 J6 -- Working files for backmatter--primarily not apparatus (permissions,

acknowledgments, illustrations, etc.), production notes, correspondence, sample
pages

Box 151 J6 -- vetting, timeline for HI
Box 151 J7 -- Working files for backmatter--primarily not apparatus (permissions,

acknowledgments, illustrations, etc.), production notes, correspondence, vetting
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Box 151 J8 -- Working files for backmatter--primarily not apparatus (permissions,
acknowledgments, illustrations, etc.), production notes, correspondence

Box 152 J8 -- Morgan checks, vetting
Box 152 Excursions -- Working files for backmatter--primarily not apparatus (permissions,

acknowledgments, illustrations, etc.), production notes, correspondence, sample
pages

Box 152 Early Essays -- Working files for backmatter--primarily not apparatus (permissions,
acknowledgments, illustrations, etc.), production notes, correspondence

Box 152 Reform Papers -- Illustrations
Box 152 Translations -- Working files for backmatter--primarily not apparatus (permissions,

acknowledgments, illustrations, etc.), production notes, correspondence
Box 152 Maine Woods -- correspondence, permissions
Box 153 Cape Cod -- Working files for backmatter--primarily not apparatus (permissions,

acknowledgments, illustrations, etc.), production notes, correspondence
Box 153 Walden -- Working files: correspondence, collation reports, marketing, spelling

(Shanley list)
Box 153 A Week -- Working files for backmatter--primarily not apparatus (permissions,

acknowledgments, illustrations, etc.), production notes, correspondence; BW files:
apparatus notes

Box 158 Correspondence 1 -- Packets for letters 1-166, 1836-1848: proofreading record, early
version of text, annotations, and apparatus, xerox of copy of record or each letter;
Notes and documentation from Hudspeth, received 8/23/2001; Hudspeth copy of text
collations with his responses

Box 159 Correspondence 1 -- Color copy of marked transcript; edited letters with annotations
added, marked for revision; correspondence about Cor 1, including decisions about
format; apparatus; GI and HI, first versions

Box 160 Correspondence 1 -- Production: design; schedule. Marked first pages; annotation
review plan; published copy-texts; bibliography notes; versions of historical, textual,
general introductions and of index

Box 161 Correspondence 2 -- Transcripts and photocopies of MSS, letters 166-371, 1849-1856
(original photocopies picked up by Hudspeth May 1999)

Box 162 Correspondence 2 -- Transcripts and photocopies of MSS, letters 372-399, 1856
(original photocopies picked up by Hudspeth May 1999)

Box 162 Correspondence 3 -- Transcripts and photocopies of MSS, letters 400-558,1857-1860
(original photocopies picked up by Hudspeth May 1999)

Box 163 Correspondence 3 -- Transcripts and photocopies of MSS, letters 560-631,1860-1862
(original photocopies picked up by Hudspeth May 1999)

Box 164 Correspondence 2 -- Packets for letters 206-399 (each packet includes proofreading
and collation record, copy of copy-text, transcription of text; printout of edited text
and annotation)

Box 165 Journal 1 -- Manuscripts: 1-2 (MA 1302:1-2)
Box 165 Journal 1 -- Manuscripts: 3 (MA 1718)
Box 165 Journal 1 -- Manuscripts: 4-6 (MA 1302:4-6)
Box 165 Journal 1 -- Manuscripts: 7
Box 165 Journal 1 -- Manuscripts: 8
Box 165 Journal 1 -- Manuscripts: 9
Box 165 Journal 1 -- Manuscripts: Paragraphs, mostly original (MA 608)
Box 165 Journal 9 -- Manuscripts: XVIII (3 Sep '54-12 May '55) (MA 1302:24)
Box 165 Journal 10 -- Manuscripts: XIX (13 May '55-3 Jan '56) (MA 1302:25), XX (4 Jan-23 Apr

'56) (MA 1302:26)
Box 166 Journal 11 -- Manuscripts: XXI (23 Apr-6 Sep '56) (MA 1302:27), XXII (7 Sep '56-1 Apr

'57) (MA 1302:28)
Box 166 Journal 12 -- Manuscripts: XXIII (2 Apr-31 Jul '57) (MA 1302:29), XXIV (31 Jul-25 Nov

'57) (MA 1302:30)
Box 166 Journal 13 -- Manuscripts: XXV (25 Nov '57-4 Jun '58) (MA 1302:31), XXVI (4 Jun-8 Jul

'58) (MA 1302:32)
Box 167 Journal 14 -- Manuscripts: XXVII (9 Jul-9 Nov '58) (MA 1302:33), XXVIII (9 Nov '58-7

Apr '59) (MA 1302:34)
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Box 167 Journal 15 -- Manuscripts: XXIX (8 Apr-21 Sep '59) (MA 1302:35), XXX (22 Sep '59-13
Feb '60) (MA 1302:36)

Box 167 Journal 16 -- Manuscripts: XXXI (15 Feb-22 Jul '60) (MA 1302:37), XXXII (23 Jul-22 Nov
'60) (MA 1302:38), XXXIII (23 Nov '60-3 Nov '61) (MA 1302:39)

Box 168 J1-2 -- Transcripts to scan: J1: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, Transcripts mostly original, 7, 8, 9; J2:
Long Book, Walden A, Walden B, Berg Journal, New Book

Box 169 J3-part of 4 -- Transcripts to scan: J4: X, J5: XI, XII, XIII, XIV, J6: XV, J7: XVI
Box 170 Rest of J4-J7 -- Transcripts to scan: J4: X, J5: XI, XII, XIII, XIV, J6: XV, J7: XVI
Box 171 J8 -- Transcripts to scan: J8: XVII
Box 171 Cor 1 -- Transcript: Ribbon copy
Box 172 Journal 2 -- Manuscripts: Long Book, composite of sources
Box 172 Journal 2 -- Manuscripts: Berg composite (2 copies,1 neg, 1 pos)
Box 172 Journal 2 -- Manuscripts: New Book (I), composite of sources
Box 172 Journal 3 -- Manuscripts: II (Jul '48-Apr '50), composite of sources
Box 173 Cor 2 -- Pemission letters for texts; annotation source documentation

(incl.quotations); packets (each packet includes proofreading and collation record,
copy of copy-text, transcription of text; printout of edited text and annotation)

Box 173 Cor 3 -- Permission letters for texts
Box 173 Journal General -- Early discussions of principles and practice; notes about

components of apparatus
  Research
   
Box 174 Manuscripts, copies of: Lidian Jackson Emerson Correspondence, I MS Am 1280.220;

II Letters to and from LJE and Lucy C Brown; III old cat record *68M-116 (3); IV (see
photo)

Box 175 Manuscripts, copies of: Lidian Jackson Emerson Correspondence
Box 176 Microfilm of manuscripts: reels 1-36 (see contents list in Box)
Box 177 Microfilm of manuscripts: reels 37-68 (see contents list in Box)
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